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Turbulent flow behaviour through a shock wave 
Turbulent macroscale evolution 

J. F. DEBIEVE and D. BESTION (MARSEILLE) 

THE PURPOSE of this study is to describe the behaviour of a turbulent fi~ld submitted to a shock 
wave. Experimental results ·concern velocity and temperature turbulent intensities as_ well as 
their time integral scales given by frequency analysis. Be8ides, classical relations between tempera
ture and velocity fluctuations are examined in this nonequilibrium flow in terms of the fluctua
tion size. In this flow configuration with an energy supply at low frequency associated largely 
with production, we are led to formulate a linear type discontinuity model. When the mean 
flow characteristics are known, this model, built on the Reynolds tensor equation, allows to 
calculate the turbulent stresses evolution through the shock. 

Praca dotyczy opisu zachowania si~ pola burzliwego w zetkni~ciu z '{alll uderzeniowll. Prace 
doswiadcialne dotycZll parametr6w burzliwosci pn,dkoSci i temperaturY, jak r6wnie:i ich calek 
czasowych wynikaji!cych z analizy cz~stotliwoSci. Ponadto zwillZki klasyczne mi~dzy tempera
turll i fluktuacjami pr~dkosci baaane Sll w tych przeplywach nier6wnQwagowych w zale:ino8ci 
od wielkosci fluktuacji. W takich przeplywach, z doplywem energii przy niskich cz~stotliwo
Sciach zwillzanym w gl6wnej mierze z jej produkcjll, dochodzimy do sformulowania modelu 
niecillgloSci nieliniowego typu. ' Przy znanych srednic4 charakterystykach prze_plywu model 
tep, zbudowany na podstawie tensorowego r6wnania Reynoldsa, pozwala obliczyc ewolucj~ 
napr~:ien burzliwych na fali uderzeniowej. 

Pa6oTa Kacae-rcH OllHCaHIDI noBeAeHIDI Typ6yJieHTHoro noJIH B CTOJIKHOBeH.H.H c yAapHoif BOJI

HOH. 3Kcnep.uMeHTa.JILHbie pa6oTbi «acaroTcH napaMe-rpoa Typ6yJieHTHOCT.H cKopoCT.H H- TeM

nepaTypbi, KaK To>«e .ux apeMeHHbiX .HHTerpanoa, BbiTeKaiOilUIX .ua aHaJIHaa qacroTbi. KpoMe 

3TOro KJiaCCH"tleCK.He COOTHOllleHHH Me>«AY TeMnepaTYPOH .H q)JiyKTyai.UiaM.H CKOpOCT.H .HCCJie

AYIOTCH B 3T.HX HepaBHOBeCHbiX Te"tleHHHX B aaB.HC.HMOCT.H OT aeJI.H"tiHHbi q)JiyKTyai.UiH. B Ta

K.HX TeqeHIDIX, C np.HTOKOM 3HeprH.H, np.H H.H3K.HX qacroTaX, CBH3aHHbiM B rJiaBHOH Mepe 

C ee npoH3BOACTBOM, llp.HXOAifM K $OpMyJI.HPOBKe MOAeJI.H pa3pbiBa HtlJI.HHeHHOrO THna. llpH 

IJ3BeCTHbiX cpeAH.HX xapaKTep.HCT.HKaX TeqeH.HH 3Ta MOAeJib, llOCTpoem'iaH Ha OCHOBe TeH30p

HOrO ypaaHeHHH PeifHOJILAca, .noaaoJIHeT pacc"ti.HTaTL 3BOJIIOI.UiiO Typ6yJieHTHbiX HanpH>«eHHH 

Ha YAapHOH BOJIHe. 

Introduction 

SHOCK wave turbulence interaction raises the problem of unde~standing the behaviour 
of a turbulent field through a discontinuity. We shall examine a few analytical and ex
perimental results concerning a shock wave-turbule~t boundary layer interaction. An 
analysis was already proposed to calculate the Reynolds stress-tensor evolution through 
the shock [1]. We will add experimental results in order to .study the validity of the hypo
thesis required to establish the model; more particularly, an experimental frequency 
analysis of the turbulent field will be carried out. The study of turbulent spectral distribu
tions and their evolution gives qualitative information about the effects which play a lead
ing part in the interaction. Moreover, time macro-scale data concerning some turbulent 
quantities will allow to quantify these effects. 
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1. Device and methods of measurement 

A turbulent supersonic boundary layer on an adiabatic fiat plate is deviated by a corner 
(6° deflection) without separation, (Fig. 1). The· nominal Mach .number is Moo = 2.3; 
the stagnation pressure is, p,· = 0.5 atm, and the stagnation tem.perature is 001 = 293°K. 
The boundary layer thickness is 6 = 09.6 mm upstream and 6 = 9.25 mm downstream; 
the corresponding Reynolds· number based on the momentum thickness is 910 = 4.2 · 103 

upstream. 

Po 
(mmHg) 

40 
~· (• ~ -·- . 
1 

• 
• 

FIG. 1. Experimental arrangement. Wall ~ure distribution. 

Mean measurements are made JJSing classical instruments. Turbulence measurements 
are performed using a constant current type hot wire anemon;teter; the 3 db frequency 
cut-off of the amplifier is 310 khz. Compensation of the thermal lag is electrically adjusted 
in si~u and cqrrections for compensation circuit imperfections are applied (see [3] for the 
principle of tire method). The wire is platinum-plated tungsten, ·the diameter and length 
of which are 0 = . 2.5 fJ. and L = 0. 7 mm. 
· Hereafter, some indications about the method that provides spectral information 

are given. The electrical fluctuating voltage ;available at the output of the amplifier is 
applied to a spectrum analyser. r · · 

The energy -representing signal plus noise is measured, as well as the noise level energy. 
The signal is a function of the stagnation temperature' 0~ and momentum (gU)' ftuctua
tion.s. The spectral distributions of these quantities (/Jo

0 
(n) ~nd qJ(lu(n) are obtained usi~g 

the fluctuation diagram method [4]. Velocity spectrum qJu(n), arid temperature spectrum 
qJ0(n) are deduced by assuming that the pressure fluctuation is negligible, as compared 
with the temperature fluctuation [4]. No cottection is made concerning end loss' effects 
which could modify the transfer function of the wire. The spectral decomposition method 
encounters many difficulties, so one may not expect a great accuracy of the absolute measured 
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values. Nevertheless, when the sources of errors are examined, we remark that they 
affect principally the absolute values: their evolution is altered, but to a lesser extent. 
As for the highest frequencies, these errors can be'come drastic, so that the only scales 
which have been significantly measured are greater than the Taylor's microscale. 

2. Statement of the problem 

As a rapid description of the mean flow, we will present a few important features. 
Values of the mean wall pressure data are given in Fig. 1. P 0 increases thro~gh the 

shock region (L1P0 /P0 ~ 0.4), over a longitudinal distance which, at the wall, is approxi
mately equal to the boundary layer thic~ness d. Consequently, the turbulent field ' is 
submitted to a strong deceleration over tJris distance. As ai]. indication, mean velocity 
profiles upstream and downstream of the shock are given in Fig. 2. For further informa
tion see Ref. [2]. 
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FIG. 2. Mean velocity distribution. 

This type of interaction where no separa~ion is observed is characterized by the fact 
that the influence of turbulence on the mekn flow is weak; the effect of the pressure forces 
is indeed more important than that of Reynolds stresses: the value of the classical ratio 
Apfr0 is ~ 60. -

This case is then particularly convenient to study the turbulent field distortion due 
to the strong mean gradients. Getting information about Reynolds stresses and turbulent 
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heat fluxes in this case can afford some advantages in order to study the effects of these 
terms in more complex interacti~g flows. 

At the crossing of the shock, an increase of the velocity turbulence intensity is noticed. 
This evolution is shown, along a mean streamline, in the middle of the boundary 

1ayer (y f ~ = 0.4), Fig. 3. 
Anal<?gous results may be observed in the greater part of the ]ayer, (see Fig. 4 corre

sponding to sections on both sides of the shock). The tendency will be the same for the 
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FIG. 3. Velocity turbulence intensity along a streamline. 
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FIG. 4. Velocity turbuJen.ce intensity distribution ilpstream and downstream of the shock wave. 
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r.m.s. values V rl'2. In the same way the temperature fluctuation r.m.s. value V ()' 2 

increases through the shock but the turbulent intensity presents a much smaller evolu
tion (Fig. 5). 

• X= +20mm downstream 
0.10 o X =-15mm} upstream-

o X =-20mm 0£" 
- f• 

0.05-~ 

0 10 15 y(mm) 

FIG. 5. Temperature turbulence intensity distribution upstream and downstream of the shock wave. 

Classical relations between velocity and temperature fluctuations are now examined 
in such a distortion. The correlation coefficient Ruo is measured on both sides of the shock. 
Figure 6 does not display any marked evolution for this correlation coefficient through 

the shock. In the same way the ratio (l1 ()' 2 jO)j(y-l)M2 VU'2 /U between velocity and 
temperature turbulence intensity, which is approximately equal to 1, according to the 
str~ng Reynolds analogy relation, is not significantly changed by the interaction, (Fig. 7). 
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FIG. 6. Velocity temperature correlation coefficient distribution ·upstream and downstream of the shock. 

3. Reynolds stress evolution analysis 

The major part of the velocity turbulence level increase can be taken into account by 
an already proposed calculation which is hereafter summarized · [1, 2]. Assumptions re
quired for this calculation are derived from rapid distorsion theories [5, 6]. In order to 
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FIG. 7. "Strong Reynolds Analogy" relation along a stream-line through the shock. 

test the consistency of the model, these assumptions led us to seek complementary experi- · 
mental results on turbulent scales and their evolution. Since little information was found 
in the literature, other measurements were performed. 

The starting point of the calculation is the Reynolds stress equation: 

DrT+ {(8U/8X)T+T(8U/8X)*} = S, 
where T = eU'U'* le is the matrix of Reynolds stresses; S corresponds to turbulent 
sources, other than kinetic production which belong to the left hand terms. As the flow 
is nearly discontinuous, it is convenient to write this equation in the Lagrangian form: 

DrTo = A*SA with T0 = A*TA. 

Let T0 be the tensor given by the linear tangential tr~nsformation A associated with the 
mean flow. T 0 is an invariant for the operator corresponding to the transport and produc- . 
tion terms. So it is much easier to take into account the discontinuity. We separate the 
mean deformation effect from the specific turbulent sources effect. These two equations 
equivalent to the Reynolds stress equ~tion are extended to a discontinuity model, using 
a distribution formalism. So the downstream Reynolds tensor can be expressed, in terms 
of its upstream value and of the geometry and intensity of the shock, using a relation for 
which the realisability condition is fulfilled. The main hypothesis is the following one. 
Specific turbulent sources S are supposed to be weakly discontinuous: the discontinuity 
order is that of the Heaviside step, but it is not higher, [1]. Comparison between experi
mental results and calculation shows that most of the eYolution is taken into account 
by the proposed analysis (Fig. 4). Indeed, the hypothesis was made a priori and cannot 
be directly justified. f:onsequently, new experiments are needed. More particularly, it is 
helpful to examine whether or not turbulent macro-scales and spectral distributions are 
coherent with the calculation scheme. 

4. Frequency spectrum. Time macro-scale evolution 

frequency analysis of different fluctuating quantities gives some information about 
the frequency range containing energy. An evolution of the u' spectral distribution on both 
sides . of the shock is given in Fig. 8. The measurements are carried ·out at two positions 
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FIG. 8. Spectral velocity distribution, upstream and downstream. 
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of the same mean streamline in the representation U'2mpu(n) versus logn, the frequency 
which corresponds to the maximum can be associated with a velocity time macro-scale. 

An energy supply at low frequency is observed, which is here characterized by an 
increase of this time scale behind the shock. This result is completed by measurements 
performed: on the one hand along the streamline (y I~ ~ 0.4), and on the other hand 
in two sections upstream and downstream of the shock. The ~pectrum shape evolution 
can also be characterized by the time integral scale 

00 

Tu = cp(0)/4 with J cp(n)d = 1. 
0 

Figures 9 and 10 exhibit an increase of this integral scale T, and this is true throughout 
the explored area of the boundary layer. A length scale can be deduced from this time 
scale by applying the Taylor's hypothesis: with the reservation due to the precision (see 
Sect. 1) one notes that, as in the case of the upstream boundary layer, the values of these 
length scales seem to be a bit smaller than in a subsonic case, when they are compared to 
the boundary layer thickness. 

Keeping these results in mind, let us go back to the analysis. It is known that the linear 
terms of the Reynolds stress equation (particularly the production term which is very 
strong in the shock) jnduce an energy supply at low frequencies; such a mechanism would 
lead to the observed tendency. Besides; a rapid distortion criterion such as Ajq > ~/U 
is . verified when the turbulent characteristic time scale Ajq is greater 1than the distortion 
time ~ ju. This conditions is fulfilled in the interaction. Rapid distortion theories assume 
the existence of a relaxation time; this suggests that the turbulent sources terms S do not 
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FIG. 9. Time integral macro-scales along a mean streamline. 
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FIG. 10. Velocity and temperature time integral macro-scales distribution, upstream and downstream. 

change too much through the interaction. It is consistent with the hypothesis which we 
used in the scheme concerning the weak discontinuity of the sources S (Sect. 3). 

After these considerations about turbulent momentum fiuxes, we precise now the 
behaviour of the turbulent heat field. First we shall examine the thermal scale and its 
evolution. Then, changes in the relations between temperature and velocity fields will be 
studied in· terms of the fluctuation "size". 

It appears in Figs. 8 and 11 that the frequency ranges concerned with temperature 
and velocity do not differ very. much from each other. As in the case dealing with the 
velocity field, temperature spectrum downstream of the shock displays a small displace
ment of energy towards lower frequencies when compared to the upstream spectrum; 
but the phenomenon is less marked than for the velocity case. 
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This tendency is confirmed by the smai1 mcrease of the temperature time integral 
scale observed in Figs. 9 and iO. -

As an indication, we also give the time integral scale evolution concerning mixed 
quantities compound with velocity and temperature: 

the velocity-temperature correlation integral scale U.,0 associated to the cospectrum 
cp.,o(n) (Fig. 9), 

the stagnation temperature scale T00 (Fig. 12), 
the momentum scale Te., (Fig. 12). · 
Frequency analysis of the temperature-velocity correlation coefficient is presented 

in Fig. 13. This coefficient seems to be constant in ~he greater part of the frequency range, 

0 '---------'--------'---------L---__ _L_ ____ .___ __ 

-zo 0 zo 40 60 x(mm) 

FIG. 12. Stagnation temperature and momentum integral macro-scales. · 
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except for very low frequencies. Moreover, this pattern is not altered through the shock. 
u[O'l-.rp (n)Jffl 

The ratio 8 
, which expresses the Strong Reynolds Analogy relation 

(y-l)MlO[u'2rp.,(n)]•f2 

at each frequency is plotted in Fig. 14. Departures from the analogy do not present exactly 
the same frequency distribution upstream and downstream of the shock, although the 
SRA relation concerning the unfiltered quantities is. nearly verified everywhere. The ratio 
between temperature and velocity integral scales is changed through the shock (Fig. 15). 
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FIG. 13. Spectral distribution of the velocity temperature correlation coefficient. 
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FIG. 14. Spectral distribution of the "Strong Reynolds Analogyt' relation. 

Another interesting feature is available in these ~easurements: it concerns the evolu
tion of the stagnation temperature field. In fact, this physical quantity is a combination 
of the velocity and temperature fluctuation and the results concerning this quantity cor
respond to another presentation of the relati~n between temperature and velocity. First 
we remark that the mean stagnation temperature 00 remains practically constant through 

the shock. Moreover, no significant evolution of the. turbulence intensity y0~2 /00 is ob-
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served (Fig. 16) in the interaction. Considering the following equation concerning the 
()'2 

evolution f ~ - 0~ 0 - - 0 e 
e0~2 2 eu~O~ ~ o"" 1 , ()'2 2 -0, ~ 2 -=-o-., ~=---=-r ~-=----::--:-

Dt--- =- - , -- uk o--oleulc 0 )+ -c oUtP+ -c oUkVIku,-ht), e e e e, e, - Production Sources 

we first look after the terms which can play a leading part and which involve strong mean 
gradients due to the shock. The only term which is explicitly formed with a mean gradient 
is the production term. The gradient o~cOo is practically unchanged by the shock, so it 
cannot contribute to a step of e0'2 fjJ. 

1.0 Y/c5=0.4 

-u-.C..--, 

,,~~-~-----~--~ 
0 

FIG. 15. Ratio of the velocity and temperature integral macro-scales. 

0.05 Y/c5·0.4 

FIG. 16. Stagnation temperature turbulence intensity along a streamline. 

Therefore, these considerations about thermal quantities state the connections with 
the dynamical turbulent field about which spectral analysis showed that "linear effects" 
play a leading part. 
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